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There is a powerful Venus-Mars conjunction this month in Leo.  

This is an opportunity to reaffirm and to honour our loved ones, our 

significant relationships and commitments.  
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This 10 July New Moon 
widely opposes Pluto, 
raising one or two pos-
sible concerns as we 
move through this cen-
tral part of the year. 
There continues to be a 
sense of grief across 

communities and for anyone per-
sonally effected more resilience 
and tenacity are required.  

Even so, there are a number of 
bounce-back aspects in play. 

This New Moon is happening just 
a few days away from a Venus-
Mars conjunction that will have 
some input into this lunation. 

Venus-Mars aspects, especially the 
conjunction, are highly passionate 
and intense. They generate a co-

lossal amount of creative energy. 
Leo, where the conjunction is tak-
ing place, is itself a highly passion-
ate and creative sign. 

New and long lasting personal re-
lationships can be established un-
der the energy of this intense New 
Moon. Pluto’s involvement also 
signals a possible breakthrough in 
cutting through any trepidation.  

Deep unions may come about 

through sharing our pain and ex-
posing vulnerable emotions. 

Juno, goddess of marriage sits 
close to the South Node suggest-
ing that connections established 
now are intrinsically powerful and 
may have a sense of being fated 
which may be related to a past life 
connection. 

Family relationships continue to 
be in focus now too. 
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Cancer new Moon 



Gift idea 

Order your 2022 calendar available now  Hard copy or download. 
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Juno is slow and still in a 
tight conjunction with 
the South Node. The 
focus is very  much on 
our personal ties and 
the role they play in 
supporting us.  

Juno is the wife of Jupiter and is 
known for her unwavering support 
of her husband despite his unfaith-
fulness. But she was also known to 
take out her vengeance against 
her husbands lovers. This Full 
Moon may give rise to feelings of 
resentment. This is not to say that 
we need to behave like a veritable 
Juno, but the loyalty she is known 

for is a key component of this 
Aquarian Full Moon. Friendships 
too are significant now with the 
Moon in the friendly sign of 
Aquarius.  

The Moon is a just handful of de-
grees away from powerhouse 
Pluto in the last stages of his so-
journ in Capricorn. Next year Pluto 
will transition into Aquarius, so this 
Full Moon may reveal something 
about the upcoming trends we will 

see unfold throughout 2022 and 
beyond. 

Mercury opposes Pluto so we may 
not be ready to take on board the  
implications of the trends that are 
beginning to emerge.  

Pluto in Aquarius is a very different 
paradigm and there is every indi-
cation that massive changes are in 
store for all of us as we glimpse 
and confront the years ahead.  
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Aquarius Full Moon 



 

 

Keep all your ideas, plans, dreams 
and doodles together in this easy to 

use Zodiac Organiser.  

~ 

Divided into 12 sections, one for 
each sign of the zodiac, you’ll find a 
place for every aspect of your life.   

From Affirmations to Adventure, from 
Gardening to Gift Ideas, Home to 

Health, there is a spot for everything.  

~ 

Best of all, it will be easy to find your 
notes again later when you need 

them! 

The Zodiac Organiser 

Place an order 

 $19.95  

plus postage 

https://celestialinsight.com.au/product/the-zodiac-organiser/


Every so often Venus and Mars renew their cos-
mic vows. But their unions through time have 
no regular sequence. It’s only when you exam-
ine their conjunctions every 32 years that a 
pattern emerges. These conjunctions every 32 
years step along the zodiac by a few degrees, 
some retrograde, and some direct. 

This month we have a Venus-Mars conjunction 
at 19LE48. This is an evening star conjunction, which tells 
us that this cycle is in its waning period. If you trace this 
series back to its origin, you will find that it began in the 
year 1093 at 10AR32. 

My research into this cycle suggests that the original con-
junction in a series appears to resonate with the Sabian 
Symbol for that degree. The symbol for 11 Aries is A lead-
er of a Nation. This conjunction in Leo is also suggestive 

of leadership matters as Leo is a sign we know is associat-
ed with that theme. Leadership matters will be in the 
news. 

AFL great Dustin Martin was born with a very tight Venus-
Mars conjunction in Leo. I included his chart a couple of 
months ago, but wanted to look at it again in light this 
month’s Venus-Mars conjunction  which is located just one 
degree away from his natal Venus-Mars!  

His birth chart shows Jupiter close to Venus and Mars and 
Pluto is square the conjunction. 

I hope that the intensity of this transit does not result in a 
burnt out fuse or injury. There is so much electricity and 
energy pulsing through him now it will be hard to contain. 
It’s good he has a level head and practises meditation.  

Dusty has just had his 30th birthday and Saturn Return. 

Venus and mars 



 

These two volumes  

feature years of my  

research and  

published articles.  

Available for Download. 
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